Clinical and genetic characteristics and therapeutic challenges in an infant with neonatal diabetes due to NKX2.2 mutation
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Introduction:
- Neonatal Diabetes Mellitus (NDM) is a rare disease presenting with persistent hyperglycemia requiring insulin therapy prior to 6 months of life.1
- Within consanguineous Arab populations, the commonest etiologies for NDM differ from the ones in Caucasians.2
- Treating a low weight infant with neonatal diabetes may be a challenging and frustrating process.

Objective:
- To define the genetic etiology of a unique presentation of NDM in a SGA infant of consanguineous Palestinian parents.
- To elucidate the significant therapeutic and diagnostic challenges in the management of an extremely low birth weight (1,080 Kg) infant with early severe NDM..

Methods:
- Genetic studies: homozygosity mapping, sequencing of ABCC8, KCNJ11, INS and EIF2AK3 genes and exome sequencing.
- Therapeutic trials: continuous intravenous insulin, sulphonyl urea, subcutaneous Long Acting Insulin Analogues (LAIA) and continuous subcutaneous insulin (pump).

Therapeutically, the thin subdermal fat tissue in this case limited the use of insulin pump or continuous glucose monitoring. Sulphonylurea treatment showed no benefit, while the most non-fluctuate glycemic control was achieved by 3 daily doses of Long Acting Insulin Analogues (LAIA).

Glucometer readings at different modalities of insulin therapy:
A. Continuous IV insulin treatment (0.01-units/kg/hour) - unpredicted values, requiring frequent suspensions of insulin administration, resulted in severe hyperglycemia.
B. Continuous SC infusion by insulin pump - prominent variability between reasonable glucose values and extreme hyperglycemia, technical issues attributed to thin sub-dermal fat.
C. Subcutaneous Detemir treatment (0.3-units/kg/day) in 2 divided doses. (Blue Dots=Detemir injections)- hyperglycemia prior and hypoglycemia following Detemir administration.
D. Subcutaneous Detemir treatment (0.3–0.4 units/day) in 3 divided doses, reasonable gluco values, lower variability and possibility for home discharge.

Faster activity and shorter half life time of Detemir in very small infants with thin sub-dermal fat tissue should be considered.

Conclusions:
- The c.356delG, p.P119fs NKX2.2 mutation is associated with a severe IUGR and early extreme glucose instability.
- If insulin is required in these severe SGA cases LAIA in few daily doses are the optimal choice of treatment modality.
- As NDM in very low birth weight infants is a difficult therapeutic challenge a genetic diagnosis maybe mandatory for optimal choice of treatment modality.

Results:
- Homozygosity mapping identified three candidate genes: INS gene, RFX6 gene, and SLC19A2 gene but direct sequencing did not confirm any mutations in these genes.
- Exome sequencing revealed a c.356delG.p.P119 fs mutation in the NKX2.2 gene (Figure 1).
- NKX2-2 is expressed in the CNS and pancreas and required for the final differentiation of pancreatic beta cells in mice. NKX2-2 mutation causes neonatal diabetes in human.

Figure 1:
Sanger sequencing of NKX2-2 c.356delG p.P119fs mutation in genomic DNA of WT, heterozygote and homozygote individuals. Nucleotides and amino acid residues are indicated above the sequence chromatogram, c.356delG variant position is surrounded in a black box. Arrows below the sequence chromatograms indicate the coding of NKX2-2 from the negative strand of chromosome 20.